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Nightly homework problems are your first opportunity to apply the concepts we speak about in class to 
problems that you have not seen during lecture. For example, you can  

• Learn if your answer is correct immediately  
• View full solutions to similar exercises 
• Get step-by-step help working through a problem 
• Try problems as many times as you would like to attempt to get the correct solution 
• Get partial credit for late problem submissions  

However, if you are not careful, you may form bad habits that cause you problems as you prepare for in class 
exams. Careless work may make it hard to track your progress, adversely affect your exam performance and 
interfere with your ability to achieve your goals in this class. The key to successfully utilizing the suggested 
problems is to create a system that helps you track your problem solving efforts. This system should be 
designed to support you during your exam preparation activities.  
 
In this document provides many ideas for creating such a system while working on the suggested problems in 
this class. Please read through these suggestions carefully and refer back to this document throughout our 
course.  
 
Try to solve all problems 
 

☐  Read each problem statement carefully. Make sure you fully understand the problem statement 
before you attempt to solve the problem.  

 
☐  Identify any technical language in the problem statement that you don’t understand. Look 

these words up before you start your initial solution. 
 

☐  Attempt to solve each problem on scratch paper using George Pulya’s four-step approach to problem 
solving from his famous book “How to Solve It.” 

 
☐  Check you answers using any resources at your disposal (the “check my answer” button, posted 

solutions, a trusted friend in class, at office hours, etc.). After you check you answer, use the green-
yellow-red color system to classify your first solution to this problem: 

 
☐  If you get the answer correct and you understood every step in your solution, put a check 

mark (✔) next to your boxed answer and highlight this in green. These are problems that you 
understand well.  

 
☐  If you get the answer incorrect because you made a silly error or if you got the problem 

correct but you are having problems articulating some of the steps of your solution highlight 
this in yellow. These are problems that you to practice more.  

 
☐  If you get the answer incorrect and you have no idea how to solve the problem, put an “X” 

mark (✕) next to your work and highlight this problem in red. You will need to dedicate are 
significant energy to these problems.  
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Get help with problems you can’t solve alone 
 

☐  For problems you cannot solve alone, show as much work as you can. Write down the full statement 
of definitions or theorems that you think might apply to the problem (seriously: write out the entire 
definition or theorem statement. Also, translate these statements into the notation of the problem). 
Be sure to look back over your lecture notes for related examples or similar problems for possible 
ideas of what you might do. 

 
☐  Write as much detail about what you think you should do to solve this problem. Also, identify where 

you are getting stuck. Again, finish as much of George Pulya’s four-step approach to problem 
solving as you can. 

 
☐  Now that you have finished your first earnest effort with this problem, look at where you are 

stuck and articulate a specific question related to what your are struggling with. This question 
should be very detailed and describe not only the context in which you are working but also 
the specific idea you are struggling to understand. The more detailed question you can write, 
the better. (Remember: you might ask this question in office hours, during class, or in the 
STEM Center. It may be many hours or days between the time you think of this question and 
the time you ask for help. Thus, the more detailed the question, the easier it will be for you to 
get help on this problem).  

 
☐  Put a check box ( ☐ ) next to your question. You might also put a small Post-It note near your 

scratch work so that you can quickly find this problem later as you prepare to get help. Your 
job is to find an answer to this question. As soon as you do, you will write down the answer 
on this page and check off this box to indicate that you have solved this problem.  

 
Format Your Solution Sets 
 
By completing your first attempt to solve the suggested problems on scratch work, you should have worked on 
every problem provided as practice. For each problem, you should either produce a valid solution or produce 
scratch work and a specific question that you need help with. For the problems that you have solved, you are 
now ready to write formal solutions. To do so, follow the guidelines below: 
 

☐ Print out a hard copy of the suggested problems list associated with each lesson. Use this printout as 
the cover page of your problem solving notes.  

 
☐ When you feel you have completely solved your problem on your scratch paper, create a blank 

template page on which you will rewrite your solution.  
 
☐ Write your solutions on clean, standard-sized paper (preferably 8.5” x 11” paper).  

 
☐ Avoid working on problems using binder paper ripped out of a spiral notebook. The fringed edges 

tend to be very messy and can create a headache when trying to place your work in your binder.  
 

☐ Avoid folded edges and tape to keep your papers together. These are temporary solutions and can 
cause you to loose papers or struggle to maintain organization.  
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Write your solutions 

 
 ☐ For a single problem, rewrite the exact problem statement neatly and leave space around the problem 

(on rare occasions, you may want to avoid this if the problem statement is lengthy) 
 
☐  Rewrite your solutions clearly in the space below the problem statement.  
 
☐ Write solutions vertically down the page, one line directly above the next.  
 
☐ Write no more than one solution in a single section of horizontal space on the page.  
 
☐ Avoid writing solutions horizontally across the page.  
 
☐ Avoid organizing your solutions side-by-side. Doing so often leads to work that is not fully explained 

and also is not visually appealing. 
 
Show Your Work 
 

☐ Use the equals sign “=” to connect equivalent EXPRESSIONS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
☐ Work down the page and vertically align equals signs to connect EXPRESSIONS 
 
 
 Problem 2.3.1 pg 211: Simplify the following expression [write expression here]. 

 
 Solution:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Expression 1 Expression 2 = 

Expression 1 Expression 2 

Expression 3 

 Simplified 
Expression 

= 

= 

= 
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☐  Use the implication sign “⟹” to connect equivalent EQUATIONS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
☐  Work down the page and vertically align implication signs to connect EQUATIONS 
 
 
 Problem 2.3.2 pg 211: Solve the following equation [write equation here]. 
 
 Solution:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

☐  As you manipulate expressions and equations, use the space in the margins to make notes to yourself 
about how you translate one line into the next. Imagine your job is to explicitly track every detail of 
your solution in a way that is easy to read. The idea here is to create solutions that are so clear that 
you will be able to understand all details 1 year from now simply by looking over your work and the 
notes that you write yourself. If you can cultivate this habit, you will have a much easier time during 
your exam preparation process. 

 
 
  

Expression 1       =       Expression 2 ⟹ Expression 3       =       Expression 4 

Expression 1       =       Expression 2 ⟹ Expression 3       =       Expression 4 

  

⟹ Expression 5       =       Expression 6 

⟹ 𝑥 =  solution 
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Prepare for In-Class Exams 
 
As you work on the suggested problems, many of the techniques we discuss in class will likely be fresh in your 
mind and easy to recall. However, in 2 – 5 weeks, you may forget many of the technical details you used to 
solve these problems. By creating well-written solutions sets with all the glorious details, you make it much 
easy to reproduce your work with minimal effort. In order to make your exam preparation easier, you can: 
 

☐ Do no more than two algebraic simplifications from one line of a problem to the next.  
 
☐ Make small notes on mathematical logic as a part of your workflow.  
 
☐ Maintain and improve your habit of writing detailed solutions. 

 
☐ When you have finished your work, use a binder clip or staple to attach your pages together and place 

your assignment into your course binder. 
 

☐ File your solution sets in reverse chronological in order your class binder. 
 

☐ Avoid “back-of-the-envelop” problem solving: Try not to scribble down your work on a napkin, 
scratch paper or envelop. 

 
☐ Avoid solving problems “in your head.” Instead, write down your steps and all relevant details you 

find important. This will make it easy to retrace your work as you prepare for exams. 
 


